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About This Game

Follow Turner, a rebel bunny rabbit with impressive combat skills in his quest to find those
responsible for slaughtering his village. Uncover a far-reaching conspiracy involving the corrupt

leaders of the rabbit republic and the wolves of the nearby lands.

Streamlined Combat: Gone are the days of combo memorization and button mashing.
Lugaru uses a context-sensitive combat system to put all the moves at your finger tips. It’s
up to you to choose the right move at the right time and think your way through the fights.

Open-Ended Strategy: Each level presents you with an environment and a series of enemies.
How you choose to defeat your adversaries is entirely up to you. Storm in from the front and

fight everyone at once or ambush your foes one at a time with stealth attacks.

Ragdoll Physics: Not only does striking your enemies do damage, but so does colliding with
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the environment once you’ve knocked them off their feet. Nothing does more damage than a
swift rabbit kick that sends the enemy hurtling into a stone wall.

Environmental Detail: Factors like wind direction and whether or not you remembered to clean
the blood off your knife affect your ability to sneak up on the enemy undetected.

Brutal AI: Enemies in Lugaru prefer unfair fights. Expect them to shout for back up, attack in
groups, and exploit any superior weaponry they can find.

Moddability: Turning on Lugaru’s debug mode gives you access to the map editor so you can
build your own levels, campaigns and mods. Debug mode also enables crazy cheats that allow
players to fly, have infinite health, explode enemies’ heads and set themselves on fire further

igniting anyone who comes too close.

New HD Textures: The original Lugaru has gotten a more modern, graphical makeover while still
staying true to the game’s spirit. Special thanks to Tim Soret for his HD texture pack.
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Warning! Very very challenging. You'll possibly tear your hair out trying to beat this game! However, it feels very rewarding
when you do succeed.. Beautifully simplistic game, visually and gameplay wise.. i hate video games. Nice game, fast paced,
keeps you on your feet. Requires a pretty basic computer to run, no lag or FPS drops at all for me, playing on a Macbook Air
2017.. Terrible game.
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only way I found this was reading the comments on overgrowth and i have really liked the game, it might be old but its fun. THE
WORK OF ONE WHO CONSORTS WITH BEASTS. An old game quite hard but never the less, very fun. A unique and fun
experience. Worth your time and money.. Never play this game. I am serious. The game is so horribly broken it beggars belief
that anyone anywhere could actually think that this is anything above passable

10/10 would play again.. You're a bunny, one that wrecks. Really all you need.. Being a game that exists for a long time, Lugaru
is interesting and difficult. It is the first game developed by Wolfire Games, and has a good batch of levels throughout the story
mode and challenge mode, focusing in action and having a good fighting mechanic, with simple graphics and animations.

You'll control a rabbit throughout the game, and will be able to perform high jumps, weapon throws and various attacks in a
fight against one or more opponents, using your fists and throwing kicks or even weapons that can be found with the opponents
or scattered around the map.

There's not much to say, the game is old and simple, it may not be incredible for "todays standards", but it certainly was during
the time of its release and can be considered good for those who like fighting games or those who want to play something simple
from time to time.

It may be fun but it's not worth the price for it's age. If you want to buy it, wait for a sale, or keep what you have to buy
Overgrowth, considered the successor of Lugaru, with several other improvements, including the fighting mechanics.

And remember:
No real ninja rabbits were harmed during the production of this game.
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